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Abstract

This paper presents a real-time game theoretic motion planning approach that

enables an autonomous drone to race competitively against an arbitrary num-

ber of opponent drones along a 2D or 3D racecourse. Our method computes an

approximate Nash equilibrium in the space of robot trajectories to maximally

advance the ego robot while taking into account the opponents’ intentions and

responses. The core of our solution is a “sensitivity enhanced” iterative best

response algorithm that the ego robot uses to repeatedly plan its own trajec-

tory and infer opponents’ trajectories, ultimately seeking a Nash equilibrium

in the joint space of trajectories for all the drones. The algorithm includes

a term that allows the ego vehicle to gain advantage by exploiting the influ-

ence of the ego drone’s trajectory on the adversaries’ objectives through the

shared collision avoidance constraints among the vehicles. We also propose two

methods for accelerating this computationally intensive iterative algorithm us-

ing (i) parallel computing with multiple CPU cores, and (ii) a neural network

model that learns to predict trajectories close to the Nash equilibrium through

offline training examples. Extensive simulation studies are conducted to bench-

mark the performance of our game theoretic planner and the statistical results
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show that our approach largely outperforms a baseline model predictive control

algorithm that does not account for the opponents’ reactions. Hardware exper-

iments with 4 quadrotor robots on a 3D racecourse are performed to show the

applicability of our method in real-time robotic systems.

Keywords: Game Theoretic Motion Planning, Nash Equilibrium,

Multi-Robot Systems

1. Introduction

In this paper, we propose a game theoretic motion planning algorithm that al-

lows an autonomous robot to race competitively against an arbitrary number

of opponent robots in a 2-D or 3-D racecourse, where the robot’s objective is

to advance itself ahead of other robots and without collision. Similar to rac-5

ing with human participants, such as FPV Drone Racing or car racing, this is

an interesting and challenging problem due to the rich interactions among the

participating agents. Our algorithm is capable of handling and exploiting these

interactions by inferring and explicitly taking into account the reaction and

response from the opponents while planning the ego robot’s own action. Specif-10

ically, our game theoretic planner computes an approximate Nash equilibrium

in the space of trajectories for an arbitrary number of robots. We formulate the

task as a trajectory optimization problem, which is difficult to solve by existing

methods due to the shared collision avoidance constraints among the robots,

and the lack of information about the opponents’ strategies. Our algorithm,15

called sensitivity enhanced iterative best response (SE-IBR), lets the ego robot

sequentially and repetitively solve an optimization problem for itself and the

opponents, based on the best strategy profiles of all the robots computed from

the previous iteration. Crucially, the algorithm includes a sensitivity term in the

planning iterations, which quantifies how much the opponents will yield to the20

ego robot due to the collision avoidance constraint. The optimization then seeks

the best way for the ego robot to advance along the track taking into account
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the opponents’ propensity to yield. We prove that if the iteration converges,

then the solution satisfies the necessary conditions for a Nash equilibrium in the

joint space of trajectories of the drones.25

Our algorithm requires no communication among the robots and runs in real

time. To cope with the intensive computation requirement during the online

equilibria finding process, we investigate two approaches in order to accelerate

the game theoretic planner: (i) parallelization and (ii) machine learning. The

parallelized solution leverages the computation flow of the SE-IBR and computes30

the best responses of all robots (ego and opponents) in parallel using multiple

CPU cores. We build a probabilistic model to show that the expected speed-

up increases linearly with respect to the number of robots. We also utilize a

machine learning model to generate trajectories close to those obtained by the

SE-IBR algorithm. We use this neural network model to warm-start the SE-IBR35

algorithm so that trajectories of the same quality can be obtained with far fewer

iterations. For this purpose, we propose a modular neural network architecture

that can predict trajectories that resemble the outcome of the game theoretic

planner for an arbitrary number of robots, and we train this model offline using

a massive training data set.40

We conduct extensive simulation and experimental studies to validate our al-

gorithm, which is compared against a baseline planner using model predictive

control (MPC). We run hundreds of simulated racing games with up to six

robots in both 2-D and 3-D racecourses, spanning roughly a week of computer

hours in total. Statistical results reveal that our game theoretic planner outper-45

forms the baseline MPC planner by a large margin. We also observe that our

game theoretic planner exhibits various competitive strategies, such as block-

ing, nudging, threatening, probing, similar to what human racers typically do in

such competitions. We also test our algorithm with four quadrotor aerial robots

along a 3-D racecourse in real-time under real-world disturbances and noise.50

Our experiments successfully validate that our method is feasible in practice

to be deployed on computationally constrained embedded system with superior
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performance compared to other alternative solutions such as MPC.

The solution given by our game theoretic planning resonates with numerous

real-life scenarios involving multiple human agents. The approximate Nash55

equilibrium computed by our proposed algorithm naturally reflects the outcome

of the competitive decision making process among multiple parties with con-

flicting interests. For example, during an interactive lane changing maneuver

in the driving context, it is rare for the participants to either forcibly cut into

the target lane regardless of the potential danger, or to immediately yield to60

the other car while sacrificing its own right-of-way. Instead, drivers evaluate

trade-offs constantly throughout the interaction, and progress is often made

gradually. Because all the participants are competing, when they reach equi-

librium, no one is at significant disadvantage. We find similar behaviors in our

simulation studies. We argue that our algorithm provides a useful tool for mo-65

tion planning in a non-cooperative multi-agent decision making context, and

also provides a promising approach for human-robot interaction. For example,

in the context of robotic navigation in a cluttered environment involving mul-

tiple robots and humans with conflicting destinations, our method can be used

to plan efficient trajectories to facilitate fast moving of all traffic participants70

rather than building up congestion due to conservative actions.

Some preliminary results from this paper appear in a previous conference pub-

lication [1]. This paper has a series of new contributions and substantial im-

provements summarized as follows.

• We extend our problem formulation and solution to handle racing in both75

2D and 3D racecourses.

• A parallelized version of the algorithm is proposed to speed up the com-

putation leveraging multiple CPU cores.

• We build a new neural network model to learn from offline data and predict

trajectories that can be used to accelerate and improve the online solution.80

• New hardware experiments are performed in a 3-D racecourse with four
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quadrotor aerial robots.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Sec-

tion 2. In Section 3 we set up the problem including the properties of the robots

and the constraints that the robots need to conform to while racing against oth-85

ers. In Section 4 we present the trajectory optimization problem in the context

of multi-robot racing and present our sensitivity-enhanced iterative best re-

sponse (SE-IBR) algorithm for solving the optimization in an iterative fashion.

We then introduce two improvements for the SE-IBR including parallelization

in Section 5 and the machine learning technique in Section 6. Extensive sim-90

ulations are conducted in Section 7 to verify the superiority of our approach

over a baseline MPC method. Finally, hardware experiment results are shown

in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Our work is related to a range of literature that applies game theory in estima-95

tion, planning and control for robots [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In [6], a game formulation

and sensitivity enhanced iterative best response algorithm was presented for a

2-player, 2D drone racing scenario. Our work builds on this foundation with

improvements and generalizations in the formulations, and the SE-IBR algo-

rithm. This SE-IBR framework was also applied to 2-player car racing with100

differentially constrained bicycle dynamics in [7]. A stochastic optimal control

approach using a best response method is described in [5], where it is applied

to car racing. The multi-vehicle collision avoidance problem is formulated as a

multi-agent differential game in [8] that enjoys provable safety guarantees. A

two-player game between one human driver and one robot car is formulated105

in [9], where the robot accounts for the human’s response using a learned cost

function of the human driver through inverse reinforcement learning. A rac-

ing problem with two autonomous cars is investigated in [10], where the Nash

and Stackelberg equilibrium can be found through a bimatrix game formulation
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given a finite set of pre-defined actions. Adversarial training is used in imita-110

tion learning [11] for controlling self-driving cars in a multi-agent setting. Our

work goes beyond existing literature by planning in continuous trajectory space

for multiple competing agents, and by seeking Nash equilibria, which are less

conservative than Stackelberg solutions.

Our work is also relevant to collision avoidance approaches in robotic navigation115

problems. The Optimal Reciprocal Collision Avoidance (ORCA) algorithm, a

widely used benchmark method for collision avoidance, is proposed in [12] un-

der a cooperative setting. The barrier method [13] gives a minimally invasive

way to modify a nominal controller to resolve collision conflicts. A similar

best response algorithm is used in [14] to generate advisories from a set of dis-120

crete actions for unmanned aircraft collision avoidance. Recently, the buffered

Voronoi cell (BVC) [15, 16] was proposed for communication-free reactive col-

lision avoidance using only position measurements. A centralized multi-robot

trajectory generation algorithm is proposed in [17] that features fast computa-

tion and a safety guarantee. Intention inference of other interactive agents is125

useful for multi-agent motion planning. In [18], intention is modeled as multi-

modal probabilistic distributions and learned through a conditional variational

autoencoders (CVAEs). Bayesian inference can be used to predict the motion of

nearby humans [19] or robots [20], which is then used for subsequent safe motion

planning. Many of these methods provide collision avoidance guarantees, but130

are not relevant to competitive scenarios among multiple robots.

3. Problem Formulation

3.1. Motion Model and Track Model

Consider R robots in an adversarial racing game. For robot i, i ∈ {1, · · · , R}, we

represent its position as pi ∈ R3 in 3D space. We assume single integrator dy-135

namics, so that ṗi = vi, where v ∈ R3 is the velocity of the robot. More complex

dynamics can be accommodated in our algorithm with higher computational
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(a) 2D Track (b) 3D Track

Figure 1: Example race tracks. We will use these two tracks in the simulation studies in

Section 7. (a) A 2D track with constant width wτ . The green arrow denotes the direction of

the track. The blue and red dots denote the nominal initial positions of the robots. To make

the racing more interesting, the blue robots have higher maximal velocity than the red robots.

(b) A 3D track with varying track width, is plotted in the XYZ space. The bottom surface

of the track is shown in light grey. The vertical clearance (denoted by cτ ) of the track is

visualized by a series of rectangular gates in purple which outline the boundary of the track’s

3D volume.

cost, however the single integrator model is adequate for many robotic platforms

with existing low-level controllers, such as quadrotors and cars. The robot has

a limit on its maximum speed, denoted as vi > 0. All agents have to obey the140

shared collision avoidance constraint,
∥∥pj − pi∥∥ ≥ dij , ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R},

where dij > 0 is the minimum clearance between robot i and robot j, so that

the robots do not collide with each other. No communication or central coordi-

nation is allowed among the robots, nevertheless, we assume that the robots can

sense the position and velocity of its neighboring agents using onboard sensors.145

It is also assumed that the robots know the objectives, kinematic and dynamics

constraints of the opponents so that they can apply game theoretic planning

that involves inferences on the opponents’ strategies. This is generally true for

racing scenarios where all robots’ objectives are to win the race and the robots’

maximal velocities/accelerations are known.150

Our algorithm can cope with both 2D and 3D tracks, represented by a center

line curve τ , horizontal track width wτ and vertical clearance cτ (3D only).
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See Figure 1 for an illustration. The center line is parameterized by a twice

differentiable curve

τ : [0, lτ ] 7→ R3,

that maps length to a coordinate in R3, where lτ is the total length of the track.

To define the horizontal space of the track, we can find the track’s unit normal

vector on the 2D x-y plane, n = τ ′′0:1/ ‖τ ′′0:1‖, where the subscript in τ 0:1 selects

the x and y components from the 3D vector. By definition, n points along the

direction of the second-order derivative of the track curve projected to the 2D

x-y plane. The vertical space of the track is defined by a box constraint centered

around the z coordinate of τ with clearance cτ . In order for the robot to stay

in the interior of the track, the following constraint must be satisfied,∣∣∣∣∣∣
n(si)

T
0

0 1

 (pi − τ (si))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
wτ

cτ

 (1)

where wτ is the horizontal width of the track, cτ is the vertical clearance of the

track, and si is the point on the track center line that is closest to the robot’s

position pi, defined as

si(pi) = arg min
s

1

2
‖τ (s)− pi‖

2
.

The same notation above can be used for 2D tracks by suppressing the third

dimension of all the vectors.

3.2. Receding Horizon Game Formulation

Ideally, each robot wants to pass the finish line as far ahead of the others as

possible, which defines an optimal control problem with a terminal cost, subject155

to various constraints. However, as the finish line may be far away from the

robot’s current position, and the trajectories of the opponent robots unfold with

a high degree of uncertainty, it is both impractical and undesirable for a robot to

plan a trajectory for the entire race from the beginning. We instead phrase the

problem in a receding horizon fashion, with the robot replanning as frequently160
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as possible its trajectory over a horizon of length N . In the typical receding

horizon fashion, we phrase the game as a trajectory optimization problem over

only the current planning episode, with the objective of getting as far ahead of

the opponents as possible by the end of the horizon. We believe this to be a

fair proxy for the global objective of winning the race, supposing that at any165

point in time it is advantageous for a robot to be as far ahead of its opponents

as possible.

With this in mind, at each planning episode, the objective of each robot is

to maximize the difference between its own progress along the track si, minus

its neighbor’s progress sj , summed over all opponents, subject to dynamic con-

straints, collision avoidance constraints, track constraints, and input constraints,

max
θi

1

R− 1

∑
j 6=i

(
si(p

N
i )− sj(pNj )

)
(2a)

s.t. pki = pk−1
i + uk

i , (2b)∥∥pkj − pki ∥∥ ≥ dij , ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R}, (2c)∣∣∣∣∣∣
n(pki )

T
0

0 1

(pki − τ (pki )
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤

wτ

cτ

 , (2d)

∥∥uk
i

∥∥ ≤ ui, (2e)

∀k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N},

where we discretize the problem with time step dt and horizon length N .

The input in (2b) therefore becomes the delta displacement uk
i = dtvi. In this

formulation, we encode the robot’s strategy profile as a collection of input speeds170

within the planning horizon, θi = (uk
1 , . . . ,u

k
N ), which is the decision variable

we want to solve from the optimization.

In this work, we aim to find a Nash equilibrium among the robots’ strategy

profiles. Note that the optimization problem for each robot i depends on the

strategy profiles of all the opponent robots j 6= i. Therefore, robot i cannot175

optimize this objective on its own. Rather, it must find a set of coupled solutions
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to the entire collection of optimization problems. Specifically, in this work we

have the robot search for a Nash equilibrium for the game. A Nash equilibrium is

a set of strategies such that no robot can unilaterally improve its cost by choosing

a different strategy. Formally, we seek to find a solution to the following game.180

Problem 1. (Multi-Agent Racing Game) Robot r seeks a tuple of strategies

(θ∗1, . . . ,θ
∗
R) that simultaneously solve the R coupled optimization problems (2a),

subject to (2b, 2c, 2d, 2e)) for all i = 1, . . . , R. It then executes only its own

strategy θ∗r.

Before proceeding to our algorithm, we point out several important aspects

of Problem 1. First, note that a robot r must solve this game for all robots

i = 1, . . . , R. In a collaborative setting, the robots might communicate with one

another to help the group find a Nash equilibrium. However, in our purely com-

petitive scenario, it would be disadvantageous for a robot to share its strategy

with its neighbors, hence communication is of no use. A robot r must there-

fore solve the full game on its own, even though it only intends to use its own

strategy θ∗r . Secondly, it is also important to note that this is a zero-sum game,

since
R∑
i=1

1

R− 1

∑
j 6=i

(
si(p

N
i )− sj(pNj )

)
= 0, (3)

regardless of the values of (pN1 , . . . , p
N
R ). Therefore, if robot i can inhibit its185

opponents j, this will implicitly help itself. This fact forms the main intuitive

justification for our SE-IBR algorithm below. Finally, we note that since the

robots’ strategies are coupled through the collision avoidance constraint (2c),

Problem 1 is called a generalized Nash style game, and we seek a Generalized

Nash Equilibrium [21]. In such a game, there may be many Generalized Nash190

Equilibria (even continua of Generalized Nash Equilibria). Henceforth, we sim-

ply refer to this as a Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, it is well known that

finding an exact Nash equilibrium is computationally prohibitive for large prob-

lems such as ours [22]. In the next section, we will instead present our algorithm

to find approximate Nash equilibria in real time.195
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4. Sensitivity-Enhanced Iterative Best Response Algorithm

In this section, we first present our online algorithm for computing the ap-

proximate Nash equilibrium using a sensitivity-enhanced iterative best response

(SE-IBR) approach with a sensitivity term. We then show that, assuming the

iteration converges, the resulting fixed point of the iteration satisfies the nec-200

essary condition of the Nash equilibrium. We further statistically analyze the

convergence properties of the algorithm empirically in Sec. 7.

4.1. Formulation of the SE-IBR algorithm

We first note a simplification of the original objective function (2a). Note that

1
R−1

∑
j 6=i

(
si(p

N
i )− sj(pNj )

)
= si(p

N
i )− 1

R−1

∑
j 6=i s(p

N
j ), however s(pNj ) is not205

a function of θi. Therefore the maximizer of (2a) is identical to the maximizer of

si(p
N
i ). We therefore use the simpler objective si(p

N
i ) going forward. Note that

this simplification emphasizes the fact that in this racing game, the agents only

interact with one another through their coupled collision avoidance constraint.

Their objective functions themselves are, in fact, uncoupled.210

The optimization (2a)–(2e) above can be put into the following general form for

brevity,

max
θi

si(θi) (4a)

s.t. hi(θi) = 0, (4b)

gi(θi) ≤ 0, (4c)

γij(θi,θj) ≤ 0, ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R}, (4d)

where θi denotes the decision variable (strategy profile) composed of pki and

uk
i . The equality constraint hi(θi) corresponds to (2b). The inequality con-

straint gi(θi) corresponds to (2d) and (2e) and only depends on robot i’s own

strategy. The shared inequality constraint γij(θi,θj) corresponds to the col-

lision avoidance constraint (2c) and depends jointly on robot i’s and all its215
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opponents’ strategies. Note that the only interaction between multiple players

is through the collision avoidance constraint (4d). Without this constraint, each

robot would simply solve its own decoupled optimization problem.

Due to (4d), the optimization (4) is not directly solvable by robot i since the

opponents’ strategies θ−i are unknown to robot i. To address this challenge,

we propose a sensitivity-enhanced iterative best response (SE-IBR) algorithm

to compute an approximate Nash equilibrium. Starting from initial guesses on

robots’ strategies, SE-IBR cycles through each robot to solve and update the

optimal solution for that robot by fixing the strategies of other robots from the

previous iteration, thereby relaxing the requirement of knowing the opponents’

strategies in (4d). To retain the influence of the shared constraint (4d) on the

objective function in the original problem (4), we augment the objective function

in SE-IBR with a term representing the sensitivity of robot j’s strategy to robot

i’s strategy

max
θi

si(θi)−
R∑
j 6=i

αijs
∗
j (θi), (5)

where s∗j (θi) is the best response of robot j given robot i’s strategy, and αij > 0

is a design parameter chosen by robot i with respect to robot j. We will prove220

in Theorem 2 that doing so allows the SE-IBR solution to satisfy the necessary

condition of Nash equilibrium associated with the original (not directly solvable)

problem (4). Details on how to compute s∗j (θi) will be given later in Lemma 1.

An intuitive explanation of the relation between (4) and (5) is as follows. The

objective (4) is the overarching goal of a single robot, namely, to get as far ahead225

of the opponents as possible, and thereby win the race by the greatest margin

possible. Indeed, this is the objective that we work with, and the one used

to determine the Nash equilibria that are sought by our algorithm. However,

standard Iterative Best Response performs poorly with this objective for two

reasons: (i) The opponents’ terms in the objective cannot be influenced by the230

ego vehicle. Hence the only thing the ego vehicle can do is greedily going forward

as fast as possible, which is generally a poor strategy. (ii) The ego vehicle is
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coupled to the other vehicles through the collision avoidance constraints. The

fact that the vehicles are coupled through the constraints makes this an unusual

variety of game called a Generalized Nash style game. With standard IBR, we235

observe that the ego vehicle will perform poorly, making no effort to block or

pass the other players. The main insight in our work is how to improve IBR

to obtain better solutions for racing (and other zero sum games). We include

the sensitivity term in (5) within the objective function of the ego agent, which

allows IBR to reason about the collision avoidance constraints when optimizing240

the ego trajectory. Later in this section, we will show our key theoretical result

in Theorem 2, which proves that changing the objective in this way does not

change the Nash equilibria. In other words, the Nash equilibria for the game

with (4) as an objective are the same as those with (5) as an objective (more

formally, first order conditions for Nash equilibria are the same). Empirically,245

we observe that racing with IBR using (4) is not effective, while racing with

IBR using (5) is quite effective. In summary our intention is to win the race (4),

but we can find effective strategies for doing this using the sensitivity enhanced

cost function (5), while still obtaining a Nash equilibrium for the original game.

This is one of the main contributions of our work.250

4.2. Computing sensitivity term and iterative solution

The SE-IBR iterations are repeated until the solution converges. In practice, we

do not always wait for the convergence and we terminate the algorithm after a

fixed number of iterations due to the real-time constraint. A quantitative study

of the convergence is provided in section 7.255

To see how the SE-IBR algorithm is executed, suppose that we are in the l-th

iteration, given θl−1
1 , · · · , θl−1

R from the previous iteration or from initialization.

Then we sequentially obtain θli for i = 1, · · · , R by solving problem (5) under

constraints (4b)–(4d), while keeping all other strategies, θlj , j < i or θl−1
j , j > i

constant. Note that the order of execution is arbitrarily defined by the number-260

ing of the opponents. However, the ordering does not influence the convergence
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behavior by much. In section 5 we present how a different ordering leads to a

parallizable algorithm.

Using the SE-IBR algorithm, the ego robot can compute its commanded trajec-

tory given its own state and the observed states from all the opponents. The265

complete procedure is visualized in Figure 2. Note that all the computation

happens on the ego robot without communicating with others. The computed

trajectories for opponents are predicted by the ego robot through SE-IBR, but

they are not necessarily the actual trajectories chosen by the opponents. For

this reason, our algorithm by itself does not guarantee collision avoidance. In270

a practical racing system it would be prudent to include a low level reactive

collision avoidance controller for safety. We accomplish practical safety in our

experiments by making the collision radius in (2c) larger than the physical di-

mensions of the robots, and we find empirically that collisions are rare. A game

iteration refers to a round of planning one trajectory for every robot. The ego275

robot needs to perform multiple game iterations depending on the computation

budget and how the solution converges, and then takes the last ego trajectory

as the output.

Now we present how to compute s∗j (θi) in (5) without actually solving (4) for

j, which would otherwise cause indefinite recursive calls when solving (5). The280

key insight here is to employ sensitivity analysis and study the change of s∗j (θi)

with respect to robot i’s new strategy θi, based on the solution of the previous

game iteration.

Lemma 1. If s∗j (θi) is the optimal value of an optimization problem (4) for

robot j at the new game iteration where we are optimizing θi, then

ds∗j
dθi

∣∣∣∣
θl
i

= −µl
ji

∂γji

∂θi

∣∣∣∣
(θl

i,θ
l
j)

, ∀j 6= i (6)

where θli and θlj denote the latest best response of robot i and j already computed

from the previous iteration. µl
ji is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the285

collision avoidance constraint of robot j with respect to robot i, i.e., γji, when

computing θlj in the previous iteration.
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Figure 2: The computation flow of the game theoretic planner (GTP) using the proposed

Sensitivity Enhanced Iterative Best Response (SE-IBR) algorithm. All computation happens

on the ego robot. Each blue rectangle represents a non-convex optimization problem with

objective (10) subject to constraints (2). We use sequential convex programming (SQP) to

solve the optimization inside each blue rectangle.

Proof. Consider solving (4) for robot j at a new game iteration given a new

θi, and we are interested in finding
ds∗j
dθi

. Suppose that the Lagrange multipliers

associated with constraints (4b), (4c), (4d) when solving for θlj in the previous

iteration are λl
j , ν

l
j , µ

l
ji respectively. Then utilizing standard local sensitivity

arguments [23],

ds∗j
dθi

= −λl
j

dhj(θ
l
j)

dθi
− νl

j

dgj(θ
l
j)

dθi
−

R∑
k 6=i,j

µl
jk

∂γjk(θlj ,θ
l
k)

∂θi
− µl

ji

∂γji(θ
l
j ,θ

l
i)

∂θi

(7)

= −µl
ji

∂γji(θ
l
j ,θ

l
i)

∂θi
, (8)

where the first three terms in (7) are all zero since those constraints do not

change with respect to θi. This completes the proof.

Utilizing Lemma 1, we can write down the first-order approximation of s∗j (θi)

as

s∗j (θi) = s∗j (θli) +
ds∗j
dθi

∣∣∣∣
θl
i

(θi − θli). (9)
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Plugging (9) into (5), we can drop the terms that do not depend on the new

strategy θi, i.e., s∗j (θli) and θli, when carrying out the maximization. Then

after incorporating the sensitivity analysis, the objective function (5) can be

rewritten as

max
θi

si(θi) +

R∑
j 6=i

αijµ
l
ji

∂γji

∂θi

∣∣∣∣
(θl

i,θ
l
j)

θi, (10)

which is what we actually use in section 7. We also decay αij exponentially290

to zero in every iteration in our implementation as explained in the following

subsection 4.3.

4.3. Equilibrium Analysis

If the solution of the iterative best response algorithm converges, it means that

no robot can further improve its own objective function unilaterally and thus295

is a solution to our original Problem 1, i.e. it is a Nash equilibrium. However,

due to the modification in (5), we still need to show that a Nash equilibrium

with the modified objective functions is also a Nash equilibrium in the problem’s

original form in (2). This is proved in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If γij(θi,θj) = γji(θj ,θi) and the IBR algorithm converges to a300

solution (θl1, · · · ,θ
l
R), then the strategy tuple (θl1, · · · ,θ

l
R) satisfies the necessary

conditions for a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. Applying the KKT conditions to (4), we obtain

∂si
∂θi

(θ∗i )−
R∑
j 6=i

µ∗ij
∂γij

∂θi
(θ∗i ,θ

∗
j )− λ∗i

∂hi

∂θi
(θ∗i )− ν∗i

∂gi
∂θi

(θ∗i ) = 0 (11a)

hi(θ
∗
i ) = 0 (11b)

gi(θ
∗
i ) ≤ 0 (11c)

ν∗i gi(θ
∗
i ) = 0,ν∗i ≥ 0 (11d)

γij(θ
∗
i ,θ
∗
j ) ≤ 0, ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R} (11e)

µ∗ijγij(θ
∗
i ,θ
∗
j ) = 0,µ∗ij ≥ 0, ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R} (11f)
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Applying the KKT conditions to (10), we obtain

∂si
∂θi

(θli) +

R∑
j 6=i

αijµ
l
ji

∂γji

∂θi
(θli,θ

l
j)−

R∑
j 6=i

µl
ij

∂γij

∂θi
(θli,θ

l
j) (12a)

− λl
i

∂hi

∂θi
(θli)− νl

i

∂gi
∂θi

(θli) = 0

hi(θ
l
i) = 0 (12b)

gi(θ
l
i) ≤ 0 (12c)

νl
igi(θ

l
i) = 0,νl

i ≥ 0 (12d)

γij(θ
l
i,θ

l
j) ≤ 0, ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R} (12e)

µl
ijγij(θ

l
i,θ

l
j) = 0,µl

ij ≥ 0, ∀j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R} (12f)

The objective here is to show that the solution to the KKT conditions (12) can

also satisfy the KKT conditions (11). Equations (11a)–(11e), and (12a)–(12e)

are equivalent if

λ∗i = λl
i, ν∗i = νl

i,

µ∗ij = µl
ij − αijµ

l
ji, ∀j 6= i, i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R}.

To ensure (11f) is satisfied, we need to impose that

(µl
ij − αijµ

l
ji)γij(θ

l
i,θ

l
j) = 0 (13a)

µl
ij ≥ αijµ

l
ji (13b)

(µl
ji − αjiµ

l
ij)γji(θ

l
j ,θ

l
i) = 0 (13c)

µl
ji ≥ αjiµ

l
ij . (13d)

where (13a) and (13c) are already satisfied by (12f), and the fact that γij(θ
l
i,θ

l
j) =

γji(θ
l
j ,θ

l
i). For (13b) and (13d) however, we need to choose sufficiently small

αij such that

µl
ij ≥ αijµ

l
ji, ∀j 6= i, i, j ∈ {1, · · · , R}.

The choice of αij is made possible in practice by exponentially decaying αij to305

zero in the iterative best response optimization.
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Theorem 2 provides the theoretical foundation for us to apply SE-IBR (5) to

solve for the Nash equilibrium of (4). It shows that an equilibrium found by

SE-IBR satisfies the first order conditions for Nash equilibria of the original

problem (4). The only requirements for Theorem 2 to hold is that the collision310

avoidance constraints are symmetric among robots, which is true in general,

and that αij decays to zero over time, which is easy to implement in practice.

While it is difficult to analyze the geometry of the Nash equilibria analytically,

we hypothesize that this game actually has a continuum of Nash equilibria,

which is not unusual in generalized Nash style games (games where the agents315

interact through coupled state constraints). We conjecture that the extra sensi-

tivity term in SE-IBR (5) effectively biases the search toward a Nash equilibrium

along the continuum that favors the ego agent. Hence the chief advantage of

SE-IBR is that it is able to find a favorable Nash equilibrium for the origi-

nal problem (4), although one that would not be found by the standard IBR320

alone applied directly to (4). In practice, we observe that SE-IBR produces

trajectories that are significantly more competitive than standard IBR alone.

Furthermore, we terminate SE-IBR after a maximal number of iterations regard-

less of the convergence of the iteration in order to meet the real-time constraint.

Therefore, the solution we get may not always be an exact equilibrium but in325

close vicinity to an equilibrium. We want to point out that handling this tradeoff

between efficiency and accuracy is another advantage of our SE-IBR algorithm,

which is capable of computing competitive racing strategies in real time at the

expense of not being exact in terms of equilibrium finding.

The procedure of decaying αij exponentially to zero is analogous to shrinking330

the step size in the gradient descent for solving general optimization problems.

Note that in (5), αij is a multiplier of the sensitivity enhanced term, which

governs how much the ego agent should react to the opponents’ responses. At

the beginning of the iteration, we want to start with a relatively large αij to

sufficiently account for opponents’ responses in order to bias the search toward335

equilibria that are advantageous to the ego vehicle. As the algorithm iterates and
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the strategy gets closer to an advantageous Nash equilibrium, we want to tune

down αij to satisfy the requirement of Theorem 2 so that the solution can stay

on the equilibrium. Intuitively, a smaller αij at the end of the iteration weighs

down the influence of opponents’ responses so that the strategy update can take340

smaller steps towards equilibrium instead of over-reacting to the opponents and

leaving the equilibrium.

Beyond Theorem 2 one may wonder whether a Nash equilibrium is guaranteed

to exist, and if so, is SE-IBR guaranteed to find it. These are interesting and

important questions, but unfortunately such results have eluded game theorists345

for decades. Broadly speaking, it is known that, under some technical condi-

tions, there exists a pure Nash equilibrium if the agent dynamics are linear and

their objective functions are convex [24]. Introducing coupled state constraints

significantly complicates the problem, however if the coupling constraints are

also convex, again under technical conditions, one can show the existence of a350

Generalized Nash Equilibrium (e.g. [21], Theorem 6). Needless to say, our prob-

lem violates these convexity conditions—the track constraints are non-convex,

as are the coupled collision avoidance constraints. Furthermore, from a compu-

tational perspective, it is well known that computing exact Nash equilibria is

computationally intractable in general, even if it can be proven that they exist355

[22]. For these reasons we do not present a theoretical analysis of either the

existence of a Nash equilibrium for our problem, or the convergence of SE-IBR

to a Nash equilibrium. Instead, we give empirical statistical evidence that Nash

equilibria do exist, that SE-IBR does converge, and that it does so in a small

number of iterations. These results are described in Sec. 7, Figure 8.360

4.4. Complexity Deduction By Disjoint Opponents

Solving the SE-IBR algorithm among all the agents is computationally expensive

if the number of agents is large. One possible simplification is that when the

collision avoidance constraint (2c) is not active, i.e., if the two agents are far

away from each other, we have µij = µji = 0 in (10) and therefore robot i
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and j do not affect each other’s optimal solution. Nevertheless, we still need

to account for indirect influence over a third agent between i and j. To safely

skip the computation for an agent in IBR, we have to sort out the agents that

are disconnected to the ego agent in terms of the collision avoidance constraint.

The set of agents that affect robot i’s optimal solution, which we refer to as the

neighbor set, is defined recursively as follows,

Ni =
{
j 6= i | d(pj ,pi) ≤ (uj + ui) · T

}
∪{

j 6= i | d(pj ,pk) ≤ (uj + uk) · T, k ∈ Ni

}
,

where d(pj ,pi) is the minimal distance between pj , pi on the track, and T is the

planning horizon. Then during the IBR process, we only need to iterate among

agents inside the neighbor set. The objective function in (10) then simplifies to

max
θi∈Θl

i

si(θi) +
∑
j∈Ni

αijµ
l
ji

∂γji

∂θi

∣∣∣∣
(θl−1

i ,θl
j)

θi. (14)

5. Parallelization

In every game iteration, a sequential convex program (SQP) has to be solved

for each robot. As each SQP only iterates over the trajectory of one robot,

we can compute all best responses in parallel. However, in game iteration l,365

computing the best response of robot i depends on the best responses of robots

1, . . . , i − 1, thus hindering parallelization. To overcome this hurdle, we can

modify the iterative best response (IBR) algorithm as follows. In section 4 we

described how to compute θli based on the current game iteration for robots

j < i (namely θlj) and from the previous iteration for robots j > i (i.e. θl−1
j ). If370

instead we compute θli based exclusively on the previous game iteration, i.e. use

θlj for all opponents j 6= i, the computation of each best response becomes

untangled from the others and hence becomes parallelizable as illustrated in

Figure 3 (cf. Figure 2).
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Figure 3: The parallelized computation flow of the proposed IBR algorithm. Instead of de-

pending on the best responses from different game iterations (cf. Figure 2), each best response

is computed in parallel from the same set of trajectories.

If this parallel computation scheme converges, θli = θl−1
i for all i. This means375

that θli is also the best response according to the sequential best response scheme.

Hence, Theorem 2 still applies and the necessary conditions for a Nash Equilib-

rium are fulfilled.

5.1. Probabilistic Speed-Up Analysis

In the following paragraphs we present a simple probabilistic model of the run-380

times of parallel and sequential computation schemes and analyze the expected

speed-up. Later, in subsection 7.2, we show empirical results supporting our

theoretical analysis.

Let Ti be a random variable denoting the run-time of computing the best re-

sponse θi of player i, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , R}. The run-time of the sequential385

algorithm is then simply Tseq =
∑R

i=1 Ti and the run-time of the parallel algo-

rithm Tpar = max1≤i≤R Ti.

We are interested in the speed-up of the expected run-times S =
E[Tseq]
E[Tpar]

. As the

dominating part of computing the best-response is solving a SQP, we approxi-
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mate the run-time of each game iteration by the solving time of that SQP. We

assume that the solving time is uniformly distributed between some minimum

time a and maximum time b, i.e. Ti ∈u.a.r. [a, b] and that the run-times are

independent of each other. The expected sequential run-time is calculated by

linearity of expectation as

E [Tseq] =
∑
i∈[R]

E [Ti] = R · E [Ti] = R · b− a
2

. (15)

To compute the expected parallel run-time, we first compute the cumulative

density function of Tpar. By the definition of maximum and assumed indepen-

dence we have

Pr

[
max
i∈[R]

Ti ≤ x
]

= Pr

 ∧
i∈[R]

Ti ≤ x

 (16)

=
∏
i∈[R]

Pr [Ti ≤ x] =

(
x− a
b− a

)R

. (17)

This yields the expected run-time

E [Tpar] =

∫ ∞
0

Pr [Ti ≥ x] dx (18)

=

∫ a

0

Pr [Ti ≥ a] dx+

∫ b

a

Pr [Ti ≥ x] dx+

∫ ∞
b

Pr [Ti ≥ b] dx (19)

=

∫ a

0

1 dx+

∫ b

a

1−
(
x− a
b− a

)R

dx+

∫ ∞
b

0 dx (20)

= a+ (b− a)− b− a
R+ 1

(21)

= b− b− a
R+ 1

. (22)

With the two expected run-times we can give the expected speed-up as

SR =
E [Tseq]

E [Tpar]
=

R · b−a2

b− b−a
R+1

. (23)

We can see that for large R, the asymptotic speed-up is linear in the limit since

S = lim
R→∞

SR = lim
R→∞

R · b−a2

b− b−a
R+1

= R · b− a
2b
∈ Ω(R). (24)
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In practice, this means that the reachable speed-up is likely limited by overhead

of communication and synchronization, and not by the design of the algorithm

itself. In subsection 7.2, we empirically determine the lower and upper bounds,390

a and b respectively, and compare the actual speed-up with the predictions of

the probabilistic model presented above.

6. Warm Starting Iterations with Machine Learning

In this section, we will investigate how to accelerate finding the SE-IBR solu-

tion using machine learning techniques. One major challenge of the SE-IBR395

algorithm is the computation complexity, and therefore we have to make the

trade-off between the solution quality (in terms of convergence residue as in

Table 1) and the planner speed. If we review the computation flow of the

game theoretic planner as shown in Figure 2, we can see that doing game it-

erations is very expensive as it requires solving many non-convex optimization400

sub-problems using SQP.

In this section we propose a solution that uses machine learning to accelerate

the game theoretic planner (GTP) solution. Our idea is to use a neural network

to learn the mapping from the input robot states to their trajectories as planned

by GTP. As we know the model of the problem, this is a supervised learning405

problem. If this mapping can be learned accurately, we can query the neural

network online, which is much faster than solving the non-convex optimization,

to warm-start the GTP and do fewer online game iterations. Ideally, the neural

network outcome will represent a solution after some number of game iterations

(depending on the training data), therefore initializing GTP with the neural410

network output will equivalently increase the effective number of game iterations

we do online, hence achieving faster convergence with less online computation.

The training data can be generated offline using GTP with a high number of

game iterations, since speed and computation budget is not a concern offline.

A computation diagram of the GTP with neural network is shown in Figure 4.415
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Figure 4: Computation flow of the neural network enhanced GTP. Compared to Figure 2, the

computationally intensive online game iterations are partially replaced by a neural network

(fast to query) that predicts the trajectories for both ego and opponent robots.

Note that this exemplary diagram does not indicate that only one game iteration

should be done online. Instead, the number of online game iterations is flexible

depending on the computation budget.

6.1. Neural Network Architecture

There are two key factors in designing the architecture of the neural network.420

First, the network should be able to handle variable number of inputs, as the

number of robots in our problem may change. Some previous work has also

studied this, such as the Social LSTM [25] and the generative graphical modeling

[26], and our method is inspired by them. Secondly, the neural network must be

insusceptible to the order of the input, since mathematically the GTP solution425

does not change with respect to the it.

We propose the following neural network architecture to achieve the specifica-

tions above, as shown in Figure 5. Due to the relative nature of the interaction,

we normalize the input data (translation and rotation, more details in subsec-

tion 7.3) so that the ego robot is always located at the origin, which also means430

that there is no need for an input of the ego robot’s state. The network itself

is composed of three parts. The first part is a dynamic fully-connected layer
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Figure 5: The neural network architecture we use to accelerate the GTP. It takes opponent

robots’ state information and the track data, and outputs the predicted ego trajectory that

approximates the outcome of the game theoretic planner. The input data is normalized so

that the ego robot’s position is always at the origin.

(orange box in Figure 5) that is used to pre-process the opponents’ influences

on the ego robot. It is dynamic in the sense that the fully connected layer is

applied for each opponent, so the number of operations we perform changes435

according to the number of opponents. We also share parameters of this fully

connected layer to ensure that we do not distinguish the order of the input. The

pre-processed features, intuitively representing the individual influence from ev-

ery opponent, are passed to the second max pooling layer. Here the influences

are mixed to generate one final feature vector. The max pooling also guar-440

antees the interchangeability on the input order since max(a, b) = max(b, a).

Finally, the aggregated feature vector is passed to another fully connected layer

for generating the commanded ego trajectory.

The loss function we use for the supervised training is

L =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
k=1

l1

(
‖p̂ki − pki ‖2

)
,

where N is the number of steps of the planning horizon, M is the batch size for

training, l1(·) is the standard Huber loss function [27], {pki } are the trajectories445

we can retrieve from the training dataset, whereas {p̂ki } are the corresponding

predicted trajectories by the neural network.
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7. Simulation Results

7.1. SE-IBR Algorithm in 2D and 3D

We conduct extensive simulation studies to validate the proposed algorithm450

and also shed some light on the behavior of the planner during different racing

scenarios with both 2D and 3D tracks. For comparison, we run our game the-

oretic planner (GTP) against a model predictive controller (MPC), where the

agent only plans for its own trajectory while naively assuming the opponents

will travel in a straight line along the track. Note that such MPC approaches455

are the state-of-the-art for autonomous car racing [28, 29]. We consider a rac-

ing game with 6 robots, equally divided into three faster robots (max velocity

0.6m/s) and three slower robots (max velocity 0.5m/s). The faster robots are

initialized behind the slower robots along the track, as shown in Figure 1(a), to

enforce interesting interactions in the game. Each robot has a radius 0.3m and460

it has to maintain a minimal clearance 0.8m with respect to all other robots.

The game is fully competitive, meaning that each robot selfishly optimizes its

own objective without cooperating with any other robot. All the robots plan

their trajectories 3 seconds into the future with 10 planning steps. The maxi-

mal number of game iterations is 10 for the game theoretic planner to ensure465

online planning and execution. We implement our simulation in Robot Oper-

ating System (ROS) and C++, with Gurobi1 as the optimization solver. The

computation flow of the GTP planner is shown in Figure 2. Utilizing multiple

computing cores on a Intel i7-6700HQ CPU, where the simulation is conducted,

we run the planners in parallel on 6 different CPU cores.470

For the 2D race track (Figure 1 (a)), we run 100 simulations for each of the

following three scenarios: (a) faster MPC vs slower GTP; (b) faster GTP vs

slower MPC; (c) faster GTP and slower GTP. All robots’ initial positions are

randomly perturbed around their nominal values shown in Figure 1. Additional

1http://www.gurobi.com/
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(a) Faster MPC vs slower

GTP

(b) Faster GTP vs slower

MPC

(c) Faster GTP vs slower

GTP

Figure 6: Statistics of 100 simulations for each of the three scenarios in 2D track (Figure

1(a)). Robot index 1–3 means faster robots while 4–6 means slower robots. y axis indicates

the lag time, i.e., the time difference behind the winner of the game. Black dots are the mean

lag time. Standard deviation are shown by the bold black vertical bars, and min/max values

are represented by the gray bars.

randomness also comes from the time delay due to the uncontrollable CPU task475

scheduling and the fact that the planners are running asynchronously. The

robots are required to finish two laps. The statistical results of the game sim-

ulations are shown in Figure 6, where robot 1–3 always mean the faster robots

while robot 4–6 always mean the slower robots. The metric we choose for eval-

uating the performance is lag time (y axis in the plot), that is, the difference480

between an agent’s finish time and the winner of the game. Consequently, lag

time 0 means the first to finish a particular game.

From Figure 6 (a), GTP robots win most of the game despite being slower than

the MPC robots, verifying the GTP’s ability to block the opponents. The MPC

robots do occasionally win the game due to the speed advantage, but overall have485

higher mean lag time. In comparison, faster GTP in Figure 6 (b) outperforms

MPC robot by a large margin. More interestingly, Figure 6 (c) depicts the game

with six GTP robots with different speeds. The result is as expected and the

winners are more evenly distributed with smaller lag time differences compared

to (a) and (b), because all agents are exploiting Nash equilibrium to avoid being490

disadvantageous in this case.

We also benchmark our GTP algorithm in a 3D track, shown in Figure 1(b).
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Figure 7: Statistics of 50 simulations for each of the three scenarios in 3D track (Figure 1(b)).

The plots should be interpreted in the same way as in Figure 6.

The setup is the same as in the 2D case, except that we also perturb robots’

initial positions along the z axis. The game statistics is given in Figure 7. The

general trend exhibited in the 3D simulations in Figure 7 is similar to the 2D495

case in Figure 6: the GTP is superior to MPC. The GTP robots win most of

the time no matter whether they are faster or slower, as can be seen in Figure

7(a)(b). The only difference is that the win margin of GTP over MPC in 7(a)

is not as large as that in in 6(a), which suggests that blocking in the 3D track

is harder than in the 2D track. This observation is indeed expected because the500

3D track has more space for the robots to navigate due to the added volume

along z axis compared to the planar track. In other words, blocking in 3D needs

to defend more space compared to 2D and is therefore more difficult.

Both 2D and 3D simulation videos are available online at https://msl.stanford.

edu/ras-journal-racing.505

To verify and understand the convergence of our planner in practice, we run

scenario (c) in 2D track with different number of maximal number of game

iterations, and the results are reported in Figure 8. We also report the speed

of the planner in Table 1. Note that one game iteration here means doing one

round of planning for the ego robot and for each opponent. As expected, more510

iterations result in better convergence, as shown in Figure 8. Within 10 game

iterations, the planner is able to converge for most of the time. However, the
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(a) 2 game iterations (b) 5 game iterations (c) 10 game iterations

Figure 8: Convergence visualization under different maximal number of game iterations over

time in the scenario of fast GTP vs slower GTP. The plots show the mean position residue per

waypoint in the planned trajectory between the last iteration and the second last iteration.

A zero residue means that the solution has converged. From top to bottom: correspond to

robot 1 to 6 respectively. These plots verify that our game planner does converge in practice

given enough iterations, and also provide guidelines on how we can make tradeoffs between

accuracy and speed.

Table 1: Planner speed with six robots under different maximal number of game iterations.

Note that the planner frequency may change if the total number of robots is not six. Generally,

the fewer robots we have, the smaller the optimization problem will be and hence leads to

higher planner frequency, and vice versa.

Max number of game iterations 2 5 10

Planner frequency (Hz) 8.0 3.8 2.4

tradeoff is computation speed, as shown in Table 1. In practice, we can use these

results to properly balance between accuracy and speed. In our experience, 2

game iterations perform similarly to 10 but much faster in spite of not fully515

converging.

7.2. Parallelization

We implemented a basic parallel game theoretic planner according to the com-

putation scheme given in section 5 and benchmarked the solution speed against

the sequential solution. Note that since our parallel implementation is rather520

basic, lower overheads can be expected from a more elaborate implementation.

The numbers for actual speed-up presented here should therefore only serve as
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Figure 9: The actual achieved speed-up (solid blue line) compared to the probabilistically

predicted speed-up SR (dashed orange line) according to subsection 5.1.

a conservative reference of the expected speed-up. All samples were obtained on

a machine with 16 virtual cores (AMD Ryzen 7 2700X Eight-Core Processor)

and 32 GB of RAM.525

We measure the actual speed-up AR for R = 2, . . . , 16 robots. For each number

R of robots, we perform 25,000 game iterations with both the sequential and

parallel solver for randomized positions. Let ti,seq denote the i-th sample of

the time needed for sequentially solving the SQPs and ti,par the i-th sample

obtained from parallel execution. The actual speed-up is then the ratio of the530

two averages, i.e. AR =

∑
i ti,seq∑
i ti,par

.

To compare the actual speed-up to the theoretical speed-up SR in subsection 5.1,

we estimate a and b as the 0.01 and the 0.99 quantile of 100,000 samples of the

SQP solving time. The respective values are a = 67 ms and b = 486 ms. The ex-

pected and actual speed-up SR and AR are plotted in Figure 9 for R = 2, . . . , 16.535

Comparing these two, we see that the speed-up achieved by our implementa-

tion is close to the expected speed-up up to 8 robots. The performance then

stagnates for a higher number of robots. We believe this is due to the fact that

virtual cores are not able to provide the same additional computing power (for

CPU-bound applications) as real cores.540
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7.3. Machine Learning Enhancement

We generate the training data by running random racing simulations as de-

scribed in Section 7.1 with 6 robots all using GTP planner. We use 10 game

iterations when generating the dataset. Due to the fact that every robot uses

the same planner, we gather the solutions from all 6 robots and put them in545

the same pool for training. About 1 million data entries are collected. Each

data entry contains the positions of the ego and opponent robots, nearby track

information and the outcome ego trajectory. For the track information, we take

the coordinates of 1 closest track center to the ego robot, 10 track centers ahead

of ego robot, and 5 track centers behind the ego robot. We only use the nearby550

track information instead of the global track information for two reasons: (i)

this is the most relevant information to the planner; (ii) it ensures the gen-

eralization of the learned mapping to different tracks with similar local track

primitives. For example, the interactions at one straight line or left/right turn

segment should be similar regardless of the shape of the entire track. We also555

normalize the input data through translation and rotation as follows. First,

we center the ego robot to the origin and shift the positions of the opponents

and track centers accordingly. Then we rotate the opponents and track centers

around the origin such that the tangent vector from the closest track center to

the next track center is always pointing along the +x axis. This eliminates the560

multiplicity caused by orientation.

The neural network hyper-parameters we use are as follows. The first parameter-

sharing fully connected pre-processing network has 3 hidden layers with 128

neurons in each layer. The second fully connected layer used for generating the

final ego trajectory has two hidden layers with 256 neurons in every intermedi-565

ate layer and then a final output layer. The neural network predicts a trajectory

with 10 steps (or waypoints). We apply the Huber loss function on the difference

between the waypoints of the predicted trajectory and actual trajectory. Stan-

dard Adam algorithm with 0.001 learning rate is used for training the neural

network. We split the entire dataset into 80% training data and 20% test data.570
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We test the learned model on the unseen test set, and the test error is 0.0084,

which roughly corresponds to the average distance error and per waypoint. The

small test error validates that our model is effective in characterizing the GTP

solution.

7.3.1. Trajectory Prediction575

Some predicted trajectories using the trained model are plotted in Figure 10

along with the groundtruth. As can be seen in the examples, the predicted

trajectories can match the groundtruth very well. In addition to the ego trajec-

tory prediction, we can also query the neural network to predict the opponent’s

trajectory, by switching the ego robot with the opponent and treating the op-580

ponent as the new ego robot. This can be done very efficiently by grouping all 6

queries as a batch to leverage the parallel computation, for example, by using a

GPU. As can be seen in Figure 10, the predictions for the opponent robots also

look reasonable, although we do not have groundtruth for comparison since the

dataset only contains the output trajectory of the ego robot.585

The function approximation capability of a neural network can never be perfect

and exact, and as a result some inaccurate predictions are shown in Figure 11.

Except for the inherent error from the neural network, the imperfect training

data also contribute to the inaccuracy, as we stated above that the GTP does

not always converge in practice. Despite the possibility of inaccurate prediction,590

in practice this does not cause major problem for using the neural network

online. This is because the neural network prediction is used to better initialize

the GTP, but not for directly determining the final commanded ego trajectory.

This “closed-loop” online game iterations are still able to recover even from an

occasionally bad initialization, while benefiting a lot from good initialization for595

the most of the time.
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Figure 10: Example predicted trajectories by the trained neural network. The blue star

denotes the ego vehicle in the data entry while the red circles are opponent robots. The solid

black line denotes the track center line near the ego robot. The dashed lines are predicted

trajectories and the solid green line is the groundtruth trajectory for the ego robot.

Figure 11: Examples of inaccurate predicted trajectories.
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Without Neural Network With Neural Network

Mean residue Median residue Mean Residue Median Residue

Robot 1 0.102 0.097 0.043 0.01

Robot 2 0.104 0.102 0.05 0.019

Robot 3 0.118 0.106 0.071 0.054

Robot 4 0.09 0.088 0.025 0.003

Robot 5 0.113 0.101 0.056 0.01

Robot 6 0.139 0.133 0.056 0.012

Average 0.111 0.104 0.05 0.018

Table 2: Statistical comparison of GTP convergence residue with and without neural network

initialization.

7.3.2. Planner Convergence Performance

We now present our simulation result on augmenting the GTP with the machine

learning model. We use the model trained in the previous section to predict

initial trajectories for both ego and opponent robots. With this initialization,600

we then do 2 more online game iterations using GTP to get the final commanded

trajectory for the ego robot. First, we examine the convergence residue, similar

to Figure 8. We run 20 random racing simulations using six GTP robots, both

with and without neural network initialization. Both cases will do 2 online

game iterations. The rest of the setup is same as the scenario (c) in Figure 6.605

The result is summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that the neural network

initialization results in a 55% mean residue reduction and 83% median residue

reduction. This verifies our goal to accelerate the convergence of the GTP

algorithm without doing more computationally intensive game iterations online.

In fact, if we compare the computation speed of querying the neural network610

and solving two game iterations online, the former takes only 0.5ms whereas

the latter uses 125ms on average. Therefore, we conclude that incorporating

the machine learning model brings a large performance gain at the expense of

very little additional computation budget.
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7.3.3. Game Performance Comparison615

Furthermore, we test the GTP with neural network initialization (NN-GTP)

against normal GTP without the neural network initialization. To showcase

the claim that the learned neural network model accelerates the game theoretic

planner, we use only 2 online game iterations for NN-GTP and 10 game itera-

tions for normal GTP. This means that the NN-GTP(2), where the number in620

the parenthesis denotes the number of online game iterations, uses far less com-

putation than the normal GTP(10) according to Table 1. We investigate both

cases where the NN-GTP(2) is either faster or slower, similar to the setup in

Section 7.1. For NN-GTP, the input data (opponents’ relative positions, nearby

track information) to the neural network is normalized in the same way as in the625

training phase in order to generate the initial trajectory. For the initialization

of regular GTP, we use a trajectory that starts from the robot’s current position

and follows the track’s center line at the maximal speed. The results, shown in

Figure 12(a)(b), are obtained with 50 random racing simulations for each case.

We also include control experiments where we race GTP(2) against GTP(10)630

as presented in 12(c)(d). From Figure 12(a)(b), it can be seen that the two

cases have similar outcome in terms of average game scores, indicating that the

performance of NN-GTP(2) is similar to GTP(10) despite using less computa-

tion power and being faster in planning time. From the control experiments in

Figure 12(c)(d), it is apparent that the GTP(2) without neural network initial-635

ization is not as competitive as GTP(10). In Figure 12(c), the faster GTP(2)

loses most of the games to slower GTP(10) in contrast to Figure 12(a) where

faster NN-GTP(2) beats slower GTP(10). In Figure 12(d), the slower GTP(2)

again loses most of the games.

To further quantify the relative performance difference between the faster and640

slower robot during each racing scenario, in Table 3 we show the average faster
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Average Faster Robot Win Time

(time steps)

(a) Faster NN-GTP(2) vs Slower GTP(10) 140

(b) Faster GTP(10) vs Slower NN-GTP(2) 158

(c) Faster GTP(2) vs Slower GTP(10) -38

(d) Faster GTP(10) vs Slower GTP(2) 63

Table 3: The average faster robot win time corresponding to Figure 12(a)-(d). It is computed

by subtracting slower robots’ average lag time from faster robots’ average lag time in Figure

12.

robot win time2, calculated by subtracting faster robots’ average lag time from

slower robots’ average lag time in Figure 12. Intuitively, the average faster robot

win time quantifies how much the faster robots win over slower robots on av-

erage. In row (a) and row(b) of Table 3, the average faster robot win times of645

NN-GTP(2) and GTP(10) are close, again verifying their comparable perfor-

mance. On the other hand, row (c) of Table 3 is negative while row (d) remains

positive, suggesting that GTP(2) is not as good as GTP(10). In summary,

both Figure 12 and Table 3 verify the benefit of neural network initialization in

boosting competitiveness while reducing online computational burden.650

8. Experimental Results

Hardware experiments are conducted with four custom-built quadrotor aerial

robots, as shown in Figure 14. We use the Pixfalcon open-source flight controller

board as an integrated solution for all the flight electronics. The PX4 open-

source autopilot software runs on the Pixfalcon hardware and manages low-level655

and real-time state estimation and attitude control. Each quadrotor is equipped

with an Odroid XU4 single board computer, which is responsible for high-level

2Note that this is merely a metric for comparison. It does not imply that faster robot will

always win and hence its value can be negative.
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(a) Faster NN-GTP(2) vs slower GTP(10) (b) Faster GTP(10) vs slower NN-GTP(2)

(c) Faster GTP(2) vs slower GTP(10) (d) Faster GTP(10) vs slower GTP(2)

Figure 12: Racing simulation results for evaluating GTP with neural network initialization

(NN-GTP). The number in the parenthesis denotes the number of game iterations a planner

carries out online. The more online game iterations there are, the slower the planner will

be. Robot indexes 1–3 always mean faster robots while 4–6 always mean slower robots. Each

subplot is obtained by running 50 random simulations with random initial robot positions.

The plots should be interpreted in the same way as in Figure 6.
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planning and control (for example, tracking a given trajectory). The Odroid

runs the ROS in order to interface with the game planner and also send desired

velocity commands to the Pixfalcon. The experiment was performed in a motion660

capture room (size 16.5m by 6.5m) with the OptiTrack system. The position

and heading measurement from the motion capture system are fed into EKF

estimator on Pixfalcon for sensor fusion with the onboard IMU.

The experiments are performed on an oval-shaped 3D track. A snapshot of the

experiment is shown in Figure 15. The center line of the track not only goes665

around the oval, but also change its altitude from 0.5m to 1.6m in order to avoid

a static white obstacle as shown in Figure 15. The track width wτ is uniformly

1m. The vertical clearance cτ varies from 0.4m at the flat portion of the track

to only 0.05m at the ramp.

We run two experiments to test the performance of GTP against MPC planner670

in real time using four quadrotor robots. In the first experiment the GTP

robots are faster while in the second experiment MPC robots are faster. In

both experiments, two slower robots start in the front at the beginning of the

race and have a slower maximal speed of 0.8m/s, while the two faster robots

start in the back with higher maximal speed of 1.0m/s. We set the minimal675

distance between robots, dij to 0.7m. We use a time horizon of 2s with 10

planning steps, resulting in a 0.2s time step. We choose to use 2 game iterations

in order to trade the optimality of the solution for speed considering the fast and

real-time nature of the experiment. This leads to a trajectory planning rate of

about 12 Hz for four robots using the same computing device as in section 7. The680

planned trajectories are then sent to an onboard trajectory tracking controller

which issues 3D velocity commands to the low-level attitude controller subject

to the maximal speed constraint.

The video of our experiments can be found online at https://msl.stanford.

edu/ras-journal-racing. The result matches our observation from the simu-685

lation and again confirms the superiority of GTP over the baseline MPC. In the

first experiment, the faster GTP robots manage to overtake both slower MPC
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robots. On the flip side and as shown in the second experiment, the slower

GTP robots are able to block the faster MPC robots at all times despite being

20% slower. In fact, the GTP performs much more competitively than MPC690

in that only one GTP robot is needed to block both MPC robots during the

experiment, and the MPC robots do not have a chance to pass one GTP robot

in order to reach the other GTP robot. Interesting interactive moments during

the experiments are plotted in Figure 13 where we can find many aggressive 3D

maneuvers that emerge from the GTP planner. The experiments show that our695

proposed algorithm maintains its performance on physical robots and meets the

real-time requirements of real-world scenarios.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we present a game theoretic motion planning approach for multi-

robot racing, where the robots compete to maximally advance themselves ahead700

of other robots while avoiding colliding with each other. Our game theoretic

planner is capable of computing an approximate Nash equilibrium in real time

using an sensitivity enhanced iterative best response algorithm, where the robots

plan trajectories for both themselves and their opponents in order to take in-

formed decisions by considering the potential intention and response of the oppo-705

nents. We prove that our approximate solution satisfies the necessary condition

of the Nash equilibrium (Theorem 2). We investigate the parallelization of the

SE-IBR leveraging multiple CPU cores in modern computers and demonstrate

both theoretically and in simulation that the speed-up is linear with respect to

the number of robots. We apply machine learning techniques to learn from the710

historical racing data offline, which can then be used to accelerate and improve

the online solution during real-time planning. Extensive simulation studies and

hardware experiments with four quadrotor robots are presented to validate our

approach. Statistics also verify that our game theoretic planner outperforms its

non-game counterpart in various benchmark racing scenarios on both 2D and715

3D race tracks.
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(a) Robot 3 (purple) overtakes

robot 2 (green).

(b) Robot 3 (purple) and robot 4

(blue) overtake robot 1 (red).

(c) Robot 2 (green) blocks robot

3 (purple) and robot 4 (blue).

(d) Robot 1 (red) extends its lead.

Figure 13: Data visualization of the robots’ trajectories during the hardware experiments.

The color gradient of the trajectories denotes the time from start (dark) to end (light). Robots

are travelling counterclockwise along the tracks. In (a), the faster robot 3, controlled by GTP,

overtakes slower MPC robot 2 by cutting into the inner corner. Similarly, in (b), robots 3

and 4 which are both controlled by GTP overtake the MPC controlled robot 1 by forcing it

outwards. In (c) and (d) we see how the GTP-controlled robot 2 manages to block faster

MPC robots 3 and 4. Robot 1 is able to extend its lead in (d) since no robots are in its direct

vicinity and hence no blocking is needed.
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Figure 14: Our custom-built quadrotor aerial robots used in the experiments.

Figure 15: Racing experiment along a 3D track with 4 quadrotor robots. A white rectangular

obstacle is placed to indicate the altitude change of the track, which also forces the robots to

move vertically along the track. The trajectories being planned in real time are shown on the

bottom.
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There are plenty of opportunities for future work. One possible follow-on work

is to consider more complicated robot dynamics. We find in our work that the

single integrator model works well enough for the quadrotor with the help of

low-level trajectory tracking controller. However, other types of robots, such as720

Ackermann-steering vehicles, may need special handling on the dynamics due to

the kinematics constraint. We have presented some initial result that leverages

machine learning to accelerate and refine the game theoretic planner, and there

are a lot more opportunities in this space. For example, the training we currently

perform is purely offline, and therefore the trained model will not adapt to the725

opponents’ strategy changes online. This online adaptation may turn out to

be useful, for example, when competing with more competitive and intelligent

human agents. It is therefore beneficial to be able to do continuous learning

using the latest observations during the racing to better model the opponents.

Also, testing the game theoretic planner against human participants can be730

interesting and insightful.
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